Senate condemns higher activity fee

By BOB MUSSELMAN
Assistant News Editor

A resolution which condemns the proposed increase in the student activities fee was unanimously passed at last night's special session of the Student Senate.

"At least we're on record with the students as being in the right position," said Joni Domagalski, president of the class of '87, citing what he called student disfavor with the proposed action.

More importantly, the proposed increase, which will be presented before the Board of Trustees for approval in May, is considered by some a sure bet to pass.

"It will go," said Lee Broussard, manager of the Student Activities Board, a point which Student Body President Bill Healy echoed.

Broussard had presented a proposal at Monday's meeting which was the basis for the student increase in the fee, but called for the funds to be split between student government and student activities.

The proposal which will appear before the trustees channels the money directly to the student activities office, run by Joni Neal. The funds are to be used for three purposes, according to Healy:

- Developing future undergraduate club nights.
- Miscellaneous projects which in the past have been ignored because of insufficient funds, such as the recent Charity Ball.
- Petitioned events, specifically class trips and dorm activities.

The apportionment of the fees to the student activities office, which in the past has not received student-generated money, was the "I don't think giving Joni Neal $15 to lead up by the hand is the answer (to improving social life)" said K.E. Cuhnm, senator of the second district.

Defense concluded in the unanimous rejection of Broussard's proposal, though Broussard said the trustee-founded proposition is sure to pass and student government will have to learn to live with it.

Several senators expressed con- simititponent opposition to any increase whatsoever, the subsequent unanimously-passed resolution, deemed Resolution 101, which was put together by Domagalski.

The senate resolution confirms that there needs to be "more accountability in student government," but decrees the proposed increase in its present form as inappropriate.

"The fee increase being proposed is inappropriate because it is the administration's way of paying for their commitment to student life with student activity money, which should be given to students to upturn to the student activities office," Domagalski said.

Most student fee funds are currently administered by some branch of student government.

Lastly, the resolution acknowledges the need for such facilities as an undergraduate club as mentioned in the PACE report, but disagrees with the administration's means of achieving PACE's goals. Specifically, Domagalski said, the use of the student activities office as an intermediary in the profit is "the wrong way to do it."

The resolution proposes a committee be formed to re-examine the implementation of PACE directives.

Editor's Note: This is part three of a five part series dealing with the problems in South Africa and the relation of this conflict to the Notre Dame community. Today's article focuses on the University's view of South Africa, as expressed by the College of Business Administration. This series is being concluded in the next issue.

Administration defends South African investments

By THERESA GUARINO
Saint Mary's Executive Editor

For the second time during his tenure at Saint Mary's, William Hickey has been named acting president of the College, pending the appointment of a new president in January.

Hickey, vice president and dean of, faculty, will be taking over for President John Duggan, who announced his resignation earlier this semester.

Out of town at the time of the announcement, Hickey was not available for comment.

Hickey served as acting president once before after the resignation of former President Edward Henry in 1974 until the appointment of Duggan in February 1975.

The announcement came from Sister M. Madeleine Geraghty, chairwoman of the Board of Regents. The board recently appointed a presidential search committee to recommend candidates for president to the executive committee of the Board of Regents. The committee will be considering applicants this summer and early next semester.

"It's a wonderful relief to me to know Dr Hickey will be taking over," said Murphy. "No one knows Saint Mary's as well as he does, especially after being both teacher and administrator."

Hickey came to Saint Mary's as a biology instructor in 1966. In 1969, he was awarded the Spes Unica award by the College, given annually to the most outstanding member of the Saint Mary's faculty. In 1972, he was named vice president of academic affairs.
In Brief

Arthur Grubert, who has served during the last year as assistant to Isabel Charles, director of Foreign Study Programs at Notre Dame, will assume additional duties as director of the International Student Affairs office next semester. Grubert will succeed Brother George Schmitz who has been appointed director of Preconvent Education of the Brothers of the Holy Cross, Eastern Province, in the Bronx. N.Y. Duties of the International Student Affairs director include liaison with the U.S. Department of Justice Immigration and Naturalization Service and orientation of the new students to life in the United States and on the campus. There are 375 students from 64 foreign countries at Notre Dame this semester. - The Observer

A Charlotte Newcombe Fellowship has been awarded to Father Simon Harak, S.J. Harak was given the award for completing his doctorate studies at Notre Dame. - The Observer

First lady Nancy Reagan welcomed women from several countries to the White House yesterday for a "first ladies' summit" on drugs. The women, who came from all corners of the globe, represented countries that currently are under attack in Congress for flooding the United States with illegal drugs. President Reagan was to drop by for the first such "summit" ever held in the White House. - AP

Cuban author Reinaldo Arenas will lecture at the Center for Continuing Education Little Theater. The lecture will have the title "La escritura como exscribir-se mismo y pre-textos." The lecture is sponsored by the Notre Dame department of modern and classical languages. - The Observer

The Jackson Campaign as a Social Movement: An Analysis of the Jesse Jackson Presidential Campaign" is the title of a lecture to be given tonight by Lorn Foster, Jesse Jackson's campaign manager. The lecture, at 8 in Washington Hall, is cosponsored by the Black Studies Colloquium, the Young Democrats of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, and Notre Dame student government. The public is invited at no charge. - The Observer

The Collegiate Choir of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's will present a concert tonight at 8 in Saint Mary's Church of South Bend. Conducted by Nancy Hank, professor of music at Saint Mary's, the program will include selections from Haydn, Handel, and Mahler. The public is invited to attend at no charge. - The Observer

Lawrence Hoffmann, professor of English and related literature at the Jewish Institute of Religion of Hebrew Union Col­lege in New York and Father John Pawlikowski, O.S.M., professor of social ethics at the Catholic Theological Union in Chicago will give a joint lecture titled "When Christians and Jews Pray Together: A Guide to Guidelines" tonight at 8 in the auditorium of the Notre Dame Memorial Library. The lecture is sponsored by the University's department of theology as part of its Crown-Minow lecture series. - The Observer

Weather

Tans may fade as temperatures remain warm, but not up to the standards of a few days ago. Mostly sunny today with highs in the mid to upper 70s. Fair tonight with lows near 50. A 20 percent chance of showers tomorrow with highs in the mid to upper 70s. - AP

City should put up a stink about its ethanol problem

The other day, I stepped out of my dorm into warm air, bright blue skies, blossoming flowers, and the sweet spring smell of ethanol. Nothing else can ruin a beautiful morning so fast. Sometimes it reminds you of warm, stale beer on the carpet in the morning after a party. Other times it's sickly sweet. Occasionally it is so overpowering you want to run back inside and lock yourself in a windowless room. You're sure that years from now, everything else from college forgotten, you will still be able to pick out that smell from miles away.

Whatever its different moods, the "ethanol" odor has been with us at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's for the last six months. And its stay is not likely to end soon.

The scent wafts from a corn processing plant on South Bend's southwest side (which is why it is particularly strong when the wind is from that direction). The plant, opened last October by New Energy, Inc., turns 60,000 bushels of corn a day into ethyl alcohol (or ethanol), which is sold as an octane enhancer in unleaded gasoline.

Why such a stink from such harmless ingredients? The smell actually originates not from ethanol but from what is left over after the corn has been fermented and the ethanol boiled off and collected - a wet mash is left behind.

The mash, which is later sold as a high protein animal feed supplement, tumbles through hoppers as air is blown past to dry it. The air, mixed with water vapor, then goes through "scrubbers" that are supposed to remove the ethanol vapor and all mash particles floating in it. The problem is, they don't. Most of the particles of dried corn mash escape from the scrubbers and fly all over South Bend, finding their way into noses at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's.

There is uncertainty over exactly why the scrubbers are not functioning as they should, and in March it spent all its time on cleaning up. Not much has been done. The warnings of a shutdown have been slow to get its act together. But so far, nothing concrete has been done. The City Council has also gotten into the act, telling New Energy it has until May 1 to cut down the odor or face the possibility of being shut down. But even that threat may not be enough. "It's going to be a while," says Strieder. "It's going to take some time before they straighten things out." The company itself warns it will probably be at least eight to 10 weeks before changes can be made.

The city has already allowed the company ample time to get its act together. But so far, nothing concrete has been done. The warnings of a shutdown have been slow to get its act together. But so far, nothing concrete has been done. The city has already allowed the company ample time to get its act together. But so far, nothing concrete has been done. The city has already allowed the company ample time to get its act together. But so far, nothing concrete has been done.

The company admitted the scrubbers are not functioning as they should, and in March it spent all its time on cleaning up. Not much has been done. The warnings of a shutdown have been slow to get its act together. But so far, nothing concrete has been done.
Author raps U.S. social policies as a hindrance to progress

By CHRIS SKORCZ
Senior Staff Reporter


"Our priorities and target audiences are mixed up," Murray said. "The Reagan administration is looking in compassion for the poor country. What I want from social policy is someone to take care of the poor. This is a mystery that has yet to be explained."

Murray cited several particular problems that have affected the poor of all races and of all parts of this country. Unemployment, crime, inadequate education, and teenage pregnancies are the most significant problems today, he said. The divergence in the labor force participation between young whites and young blacks was a phenomenon of the mid-60s, he said. There is currently a 20 percent disparity in this figure as young whites comprise 60 percent of the labor force and their black counterparts comprise only 40 percent, he added.

A drastic increase in violent crime also has occurred since the mid-60s.

Murray said children born to single parents are "socially crippled." He used Harlem, where almost 80 percent of all births are to single mothers, as an example of a problematic area.

There's no doubt you're going to make it in the real world, but what about your car?

Africa continued from page 1

by HR HENDRICKSON

Ford and Lincoln-Mercury have $400 for graduating seniors toward the purchase of selected cars and trucks.

Ford Motor Credit also has preapproved credit for qualified graduating seniors. Offers end August 15, 1985. For more information call Ford College Graduate Purchase Program Headquarters at 1-800-321-1536.

URED RIDER TO AND FROM CHICAGO'S O'HARE

United Limo

"Communities where large numbers of children are raised without fathers are no longer functioning as communities," he said.

Murray said he found it easier to enumerate the social problems than to actually propose effective solutions. He said, however, the key to progress in social policy lies in "looking at the problems more seriously."

"We have right now a situation that is theoretically good. But we have also constructed a system which allows us to say, 'Well, it's not our fault. We must stop doing that,'" he said.
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Reagan makes budget appeal

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Reagan, warning "our future hangs in the balance," implanted Americans yesterday night to find Congress with messages of support for a con­ troversial budget plan granting So­ cial Security increases and eliminat­ ing other programs.

In a nationally broadcast address from the Oval Office, the president said, "We stand at a crossroads. The hour is late. The task is large. The stakes are momentous. I ask you to join us in making your voices heard in the Senate this week and later in the House."

The president's speech came as the Senate postponed until today the beginning of debate on the massive package endorsed by the president and Senate GOP leaders to slash nearly $300 billion from expected deficits over three years. The goal is
to bring the deficit below $100 bil­lion by 1988 without raising taxes.

With Congress deeply divided over how to cut massive deficits, Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole said in advance of Reagan's address, "I think he needs to scare us a bit. We're all running around like we have a big (budget) surplus - don't cut this, don't cut that."

In his speech, Reagan told Americans the nation faces "a serious problem that demands your immediate attention."

With the national debt approach­ ing $4 trillion, Reagan said the pe­ r capita debt amounts to nearly $8,000 for each American and is in­ creasing about $1,000 per person each year. The interest on the debt amounts to $155 billion now, he said.

"This is not just my problem; this is not just Congress' problem; this is our problem - and we must solve it together as Americans," Reagan said. He added, "Please tell your senators and representatives, by phone, w rote or mailgram, that our future hangs in the balance, that this is no time for partisanship and that our future is too precious to permit this crucial effort to be picked apart, piece by piece, by the special interest groups. We've got to put the public interest first."

Excerpts of Reagan's address - his first broadcast speech from the Oval Office in his second term - were released in advance by the White House.

Republicans are worried many of the cuts will give Democrats strong political ammunition for next year's elections. Plans are being drafted by both Republicans and Democrats to salvage various programs targeted for extinction, deep spending cuts or freezes, and to protect Social Security.

Attackers of clinic convicted

Associated Press

PENSACOLA, Fla. - A federal jury convicted two men yesterday on all charges stemming from three Christmas Day anti-abortion bom­ bings, but found the wife of one and the stepfather of the other guilty only on a single conspiracy count.

Matthew Goldberg and James Sim­ mons, both 21, each were convicted on one count of conspiracy, three counts of bomb making and three counts of blowing up a clinic and the offices of two doctors where abor­ tions were performed.

Goldsky's fiancée, Kaye Wiggins, 18, and Simmons' wife, Kathren, 19, had been charged with the same counts but were cleared of all but the conspiracy count.

The men each face maximum sen­ tences of 65 years. The maximum for the women is five years.

The jury had deliberated for 4½ hours since receiving the case Tues­ day from U.S. District Judge Roger Vinson.

The defendants had claimed God told them to bomb the facilities. "Father God told these kids what to do or something's wrong up here," said defense lawyer T. Patrick Monaghan, pointing to his head, as he urged the jury to return innocent verdicts.

Paul Shimek, a Pensacola lawyer representing Wiggins, argued family may have caused them to mis­ interpret God's message.

The defendants had code-named the attacks the "Goldsen Project" after a biblical character told by God to destroy pagan altars where children were sacrificed.

Monaghan, who represents Goldsky, and Simmons' attorney, Frank Booker, argued the bombings weren't crimes under the "defense of necessity" because the attacks were necessary to halt the destruc­ tion of human life and other means were unavailable.

Vinson instructed the jury that a threat must be imminent in order for the defense of necessity to apply. He also said "good motive alone is never a defense when the act done is a crime."
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Please call Meegan at 239-7757
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We stand at a crossroads. The hour is late. The task is large. The stakes are momentous. I ask you to join us in making your voices heard in the Senate this week and later in the House. The goal is to bring the deficit below $100 billion by 1988 without raising taxes. With Congress deeply divided over how to cut massive deficits, Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole said in advance of Reagan's address, "I think he needs to scare us a bit. We're all running around like we have a big (budget) surplus - don't cut this, don't cut that." In his speech, Reagan told Americans the nation faces "a serious problem that demands your immediate attention." With the national debt approaching $4 trillion, Reagan said the per capita debt amounts to nearly $8,000 for each American and is increasing about $1,000 per person each year. The interest on the debt amounts to $155 billion now, he said. "This is not just my problem; this is not just Congress' problem; this is our problem - and we must solve it together as Americans," Reagan said. He added, "Please tell your senators and representatives, by phone, wrote or mailgram, that our future hangs in the balance, that this is no time for partisanship and that our future is too precious to permit this crucial effort to be picked apart, piece by piece, by the special interest groups. We've got to put the public interest first." Excerpts of Reagan's address - his first broadcast speech from the Oval Office in his second term - were released in advance by the White House. Republicans are worried many of the cuts will give Democrats strong political ammunition for next year's elections. Plans are being drafted by both Republicans and Democrats to salvage various programs targeted for extinction, deep spending cuts or freezes, and to protect Social Security.
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The men each face maximum sen­ tences of 65 years. The maximum for the women is five years.

The jury had deliberated for 4½ hours since receiving the case Tues­ day from U.S. District Judge Roger Vinson.

The defendants had claimed God told them to bomb the facilities. "Father God told these kids what to do or something's wrong up here," said defense lawyer T. Patrick Monaghan, pointing to his head, as he urged the jury to return innocent verdicts.

Paul Shimek, a Pensacola lawyer representing Wiggins, argued family may have caused them to mis­ interpret God's message.
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Protestors are listened to but nothing is ever done

This past weekend, an estimated 30,000 people trod through Washington, D.C. in a 1960 style protest march. Some carried placards opposing the U.S. - USSR arms race. Some voiced their opposition to the Reagan administration's policy toward the Nicaraguan contras. Still others spoke out on the nation's capital time after time again, right there on my trusty 19-inch television. "What do they really hope to accomplish by doing that?" I would ask myself. Everybody knows that government officials never listen to such outbursts - they just map out their conditioning in their offices to drown out the din. This time, however, I found myself in a different viewpoint. This time I was in their minds not sitting in front of the tube hundreds of miles away.

I had planned to simply visit all the obligatory tourist traps - the White House, the Capitol and Washington Monument. Naturally, I was surprised when the first thing I saw was a large number of motorcyclists carrying riot gear. I prepared for the worst when I saw their short and gas masks. I was even more surprised when a nearby officer informed me that a march was scheduled for that afternoon and that they were merely taking routine precautions. I felt nothing short of World War III would merit such preparation.

The march itself was anticlimactic. No mass rock-throbing occurred. No shots were fired. Except for the almost comic relief presence of a house band playing that same T-Bone Burnett dan-ding and chanting on the Ellipse, the scene was similar to that of your bus round trips at any football game. People from all parts of the country emerged from cars, vans, campers, RVs and buses and joined the rapidly growing gaggle of humanity that poured through the gates of the city. "Oh well," said "the result will probably be the same as all the marches I've seen on TV. It will make the evening news and the result are here when the city's traffic will be usually slow, and that is about all." Once again another failure.

Despite the fact that it was a Saturday and most government offices were officially closed, there was a significant number of assorted government officials in attendance. Their close-cropped hair and inevitable ID badges marked them as such. "What are you guys here for?" I asked of one civil servant. "I thought this your day off!" His reply was brief.

According to Pettifer, the abortion analogy is fitting and powerful.

Dear Editor,

Vernon Marsh suggesed in his Viewpoint column of April 17 that the morality of certain kinds of killing is determined by the political philosophy of the government(s) authorizing the killing. He castigated Professor Charles Rice for Rice's analogy between the NazI holocaust of six million jews in the 1930s and 1940s and the abortion slaughter, since 10% of 45 million unborn children in this country alone.

My reading of Rice's analogy is that he views both types of killing as deliberate homicides, and a lot of people like me, just tune them out. Pettifer's criticism of the subjugation of women in the church, when deciphered, raise a lot of people like me, just tune them out. Nevertheless, if the role of women in the church, when deciphered, raise a lot of people like me, just tune them out. It is too bad they didn't notice it in Pettifer. If the role of women in the church was questioned in a plain-spoken way, as Pettifer does, who attack the Catholic Church, the whole issue would be better served than the shock tactics employed by Pettifer.

Jeff Boorski Notre Dame student
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Shaw looking forward to performing at ND

Dear Editor,

I want to congratulate the students of Notre Dame on the great drive you ran for MS. I was thrilled when I learned that you won the MTV concert because it meant that I could bring my band home. As you may know, I have a home in Niles, so Saturday night will be very special for me - a real homecoming.

It was great having so many of you from Notre Dame at the farm for the press conference, especially Vince and Aline who made this ’80 campaign a big success. Know your Bruce Springsteen Rock Alike is pretty amazing. My band really likes his look. Our six playing, with a bunch of exciting musicians now - Richer Cannata, who played sax for Billy Joel, Steve Holley who played drums for Elton John and Paul McCartney, Mike Blake on keyboards and bassist Brian Stanley, formerly with Brian Adams. I brought these people together to help make my music my own after many years of being part of a big group.

Launching my own band has been a challenge, just as launching the “millions” program was for you. You took a program that you believed in and made it into a big event, one that college students all over the country can follow. All of you at Notre Dame have done the same thing for MS, and I am just glad to be able to give you something. This business has been real good to me, and it is nice to be able to give something back. It is going to be a lot of fun for us, especially for George Packer, one of our production staff who went to Notre Dame and has been all smiles since you won. George told me his brother is graduating, so everyone in the band has promised to make this one really special.

See you on Saturday.

Tommy Shaw

Garry Trudeau
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Mike J. Rice's abortion analogy

Dear Editor,

Vernon Marsh suggested in his Viewpoint column of April 17 that the morality of certain kinds of killing is determined by the political philosophy of the government(s) authorizing the killing. He castigated Professor Charles Rice for Rice's analogy between the Nazi holocaust of six million Jews in the 1930s and 1940s and the abortion slaughter, since 10 percent of 45 million unborn children in this country alone.

My reading of Rice's analogy is that he views both types of killing as deliberate homicides, and a lot of people like me, just tune them out. Nevertheless, if the role of women in the church, when deciphered, raise a lot of people like me, just tune them out. It is too bad they didn't notice it in Pettifer. If the role of women in the church was questioned in a plain-spoken way, as Pettifer does, who attack the Catholic Church, the whole issue would be better served than the shock tactics employed by Pettifer.
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Quote of the day

“Compassion is not weakness, and concern for the unfortunate is not socialism.”

-- Hubert Humphrey
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So, what does Tommy Shaw think about playing a free concert for the Fighting Irish?

Shaw held a press conference recently at his 107-acre horse farm in Niles, Michigan. Both Shaw and members of the National Multiple Sclerosis Society spoke to the press in Niles, Michigan. Shaw and his band had just finished a concert tour to promote their first album girls with Guns, when MS approached his management company. "We were just getting ready to go back into the studio," he said.

"It was well organized and something we could do very easily," Shaw said of the MS concert proposition. "It was pretty hard to say no." When I found out it was South Bend/Notre Dame, it was a great surprise," Shaw said. "The band loves to come home to the farm. We'll be able to drive fifteen minutes to the show." As his band approaches its first anniversary, Shaw is preparing to cut his second solo album. His first album represented Shaw's commercially successful step away from the rock group Styx.

The title track of the album was also a popular video on MTV. Asked the meaning behind girls with Guns, Shaw said that it is about "women who work." The song expresses Shaw's "admiration of women who go out in the workplace," and contends with "the pressure of not only doing a good enough job" but also of maintaining appearances. He explained, "I respect females who achieve given the obstacles and these limits."

Shaw, a guitarist and vocalist, will be joined at the Notre Dame concert and on his next album by former Billy Joel saxophonist and keyboardist, Richie Cannata; former Bryan Adams bass player, Bryan Stanley; keyboard player Mike Blair; and drummer Steve Holly.

The band plans to unveil at least three previously unreleased songs at the Notre Dame concert. Shaw has contacted friends in New York and Hollywood to donate extra equipment and services to the production so that the concert will be the band's "biggest production to date."

MTV's Nina Blackwood - blond, bubbly, busy

Nina Blackwood, blond, raspy-voiced VJ who plays all your favorite videos.

Blackwood is also playing a role in the Multiple Sclerosis drive sponsored by MTV. She will be arriving in South Bend Saturday to help host the Tommy Shaw concert and Rock Alike contest that night. There will be even chip in and help judge the contest, which will feature Notre Dame's own Kevin Herbert impersonating Bruce Springsteen.

In an interview last night, Blackwood said she was hired by MTV as a result of an ad in Billboard magazine; after filling out a resume and being interviewed a few times, she got the coveted job as one of the five VJs, or Video Jock. Previously, she had acted a bit and played various instruments in some bands, but it was her involvement with other video music projects that sparked her interest in applying for the position at MTV. To this day, she has not forsaken her previous stints on television. Recently, she performed a cameo role on the TV show "It's Your Move."

Of the various musicians that she deals with in her guest interviews, Blackwood said, "Oh, the guests are always cordial; it's the comments from the crew that I have trouble with." The current Rock Alike contest has provided her with unique experiences, she said, has definitely been fun for her.

Blackwood said she finds many of the people she interviews on MTV interesting. "A lot of them are appealing. Recently, I guess that Kenny Loggins stood out, he was a very nice man," she rapped. Integrity, she added, is what makes an artist accomplished regardless of commerciality. She said she couldn't pick one artist over another in terms of integrity, but that Tim Turner and Cyndi Lauper stand out because they help other artists and are truly nice people.

Blackwood expressed confidence in the future of video, pointing out that the medium has influenced both television shows (especially ones like "Miami Vice") and commercials. A whole lot of people are involved in video, and MTV changes "constantly," she said. Apparently, Blackwood is also confident about her future at MTV. "I'm very happy here," she said.

Concerning her role in MTV's sponsorship of the MS drive, she said she met with Tommy Shaw, and with two Rock Alike winners (including Kevin Herbert) on the set of MTV, and of course, she will be here for the benefit concert itself. She believes Shaw was a good choice, because "he's a very good musician. Plus, he's got a lot of integrity. And he was in a very, very successful group (Styx)."

Blackwood was not involved in the technical details of the drive, but she thinks it was a big success. She said the internship which the Rock Alike winner receives will entail working on one of the crews at MTV. "It should be really exciting for the winner," she said. As for her future, she hopes to keep VJ'ing at MTV, and do a little acting on top of that. There has no other intentions for the near future.
The Isis exhibit provides unique portrayals of sound.

Cathy Anne Reynolds

Art review

What does sound look like? An exhibit running this week in the Art Building may give an answer. The soundness of the Isis Gallery," which opened Monday night, exhibits student works that illustrate sound in various ways.

Junior Charles Kromkowsky, the organizer of the show, explained the concept. "When we see a picture or something like a baseball hitting a piece of glass, we think of sound."

The exhibit combines the media of poetry, painting, photography and sculpture in striking images. Kromkowsky said most of the poems are not to be read out loud; rather, they visually remind the viewer of familiar sounds. A piece called "Mind Jazz Improvisation," Raising of Love, depicts a jazz movement with a conductor's counting, a base line, a trumpet, piano and vocals. The poem also hints at the historical innovations of jazz artists like Miles Davis and Dizzy Gillespie.

Photographer Turi Vecchio also used musical images in her paintings. The black and white photograph of a guitarist's hand jamming a tune lets the viewer hear the strings. Another Vecchio photograph, "Deaf Shout," depicting a guitarist from Dillen Hall's courtyard, portrays screams that have been suppressed.

This eerie feeling is echoed in Margaret Tracy's painting, "Things That Go Bump in the Night." Tracy explained the context. "When you're a young child and have to get out of bed in the night, you might walk downstairs and see the light coming through the window. You see things moving." Tracy used wallpaper patterns in black and then repeated them in color against a black iron railing. Tracy's fluid wallpaper patterns in black and white create a soothing, meaningful image.

The show runs this week until Saturday, on the third floor of the Riley Art Building.

Don't give credit where it isn't due

Marc Ramirez

Strange days indeed

When you're here for four long years, you learn to appreciate some things more than others, and then there are those things which elude classification and are simply admirable on their own.

For example, everyone knows that take vegetables and chicken patties from the dining hall just don't compare with an Oatsburger with cheese and grilled onions from the Oak Room, and I don't care how many Ivy Awards food services have won. And seeing a movie in the Annex Auditorium is far superior to seeing one in the Engineering Auditorium, unless the movie is "The Perils of Gwendolyn in the Land of the Yik-Yak," or the movie I caught the end of on Thursday night about a giant sea turtle who eats boats.

Redeemers

What we're getting at here is that if there's one thing which I have grown to worship in my fading college career, it's the Notre Dame Credit Union.

Yeah, that's right, the Credit Union. Perhaps you've seen it lurking innocently behind the power plant, wearing like a Venus flytrap for money. And maybe, if you're like me, you have an account there, and if you don't I'm sure that you'll be equally surprised.

This eerie feeling is echoed in Margaret Tracy's painting, "Things That Go Bump in the Night." Tracy explained the context. "When you're a young child and have to get out of bed in the night, you might walk downstairs and see the light coming through the window. You see things moving." Tracy used wallpaper patterns in black and then repeated them in color against a black iron railing. Tracy's fluid wallpaper patterns in black and white create a soothing, meaningful image.

The show runs this week until Saturday, on the third floor of the Riley Art Building.
Baseball Trivia

Answers will appear in tomorrow's paper.

Baseball Trivia
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Ballage moves to strong safety spot to strengthen Irish secondary in '85

By MICHAEL J. CHMIEL
Sports Writer

In many respects, the defensive backfield is becoming a more integral part of a football team today, as more and more offenses are relying on a strong passing attack to move the ball downfield and punch it into the end zone. The fact that more teams are also relying on trick plays and option tactics also makes the four-member backfield is becoming a more important part of a football team today, relying on a strong passing attack to move the ball downfield and punch it into the end zone.

This spring, the Irish are fortunate to have three of four starters back in their secondary. While Notre Dame did lose an all-America player in strong safety Joe Johnson, the Irish are endowed with great depth as they have developed a solid corps of reserves who have had a good deal of game experience.

Spring Football '85

"With the exception of Joe Johnson, we have every one of our defensive backs returning," says Irish defensive coordinator Andy Christoff. "They're all a year older and a year smarter. We're looking forward to having a good year next year."

"According to Christoff, the Irish are going to rely upon senior-to-be Pat Ballage to fill the shoes of Johnson at strong safety. Ballage was the starter at the right cornerback spot last year as he split time with classmate Mike Haywood who will start at that spot in the fall. After moving to the strong safety spot at the beginning of spring drills Ballage has adjusted well to the position and has earned the starting assignment."

"We moved Pat Ballage to strong safety and he's doing an excellent job," said Christoff. "We're really happy with the way Pat has picked up the strong safety position."

Working at strong safety with Ballage is freshman Brandy Wells who was moved there from a backup role at the free safety position. Sophomore Chris Knochel, who joined the squad this spring as a walk on, is also doing well and is expected to likewise serve as a backup in the fall.

At the free safety spot, sophomore Steve Lawrence is returning as a starter after coming off of a strong season of experience. In this past season, Lawrence split time with classmate Huwasha Francisco, who will once again be filling in where needed in the secondary. Francisco was moved to a backup role at free safety from tailback halfback duty during the spring season last year.

"Francisco is working at free safety and it also helping us in the corner position," explains Christoff. At the corners, the Irish will be looking forward to the return of sophomore Troy Wilson on the left side and Haywood on the right side. Besides Francisco, the Irish will employ Marv Spence in a backup role following a good past season. "Marv Spence has had an excellent spring and he's another backup corner," says Christoff.

Overall, Christoff is looking forward to a strong defensive secondary for the upcoming campaign after working on the development a strong cast of backs for the last two years. "We feel that we're in a position where we have good people for every position," comments the defensive strategist. "We have some continuity and the opportunity to build some strength in those positions."

Correction

Because of a reporting error in yesterday's edition of The Observer, there were two mistakes in Chuck Freeby's Irish items trivia column. Joe Kleine is the last Notre Dame basketball player to become a member of the U.S. Olympic basketball team and Kevin Lovejoy holds the career scoring record in Irish soccer history.

Tennis

continued from page 12

"I expect the team to give me its best on any given day and if it doesn't, I'm dissatisfied," said Petro. The Irish improved their season record to 17-4 Tuesday afternoon after they defeated Michigan State University, 5-3, giving Notre Dame its fifth victory over a Big Ten opponent this year. While the Irish lost their first set at number one, third, fourth and sixth singles, they overcome their initial deficit to edge the Spartans, 4-1, as they moved into the doubles competition.

"It looked like they were going to walk out with four or five wins in the singles," recalled Petro. "Fighting back in the singles was the turning point and we knew we were in control moving into the doubles. Even Michigan State's coach commented on our fight back."

ATTENTION:
all marketing-type people... apply now for the position of
Marketing Manager for SAB Businesses

Applications available in the SAB office, 2nd floor LaFortune. Deadline is 1:00 p.m., Mon. April 29. Interviews begin Apr. 29 at 2 p.m.

THE EARLY BIRD...

Classes starting May 11, 1985

An Tostal '85
Trivia Bowl!

Come put all that useless information to work.

Friday, April 26th South Quad, Stage

no registration—just show up

Skip lunch Friday and come eat some real food. Join us on South Quad beginning at 12:45 in front of Alumni Hall for a variety of food contests.

1. Pie eating 12:45
2. Cereal eating 1:00
3. Popcorn eating 1:15
4. All three eating 2:00

An Tostal '85
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Belles
continued from page 12
run in the bottom of the fourth as the
due to the quickness of Pantelleria on the
baselines allowed her to reach third from
first on a sacrifice bunt by senior Tracey Bowman. Theis then
grounded out to the second
baseman allowing Pantelleria to
score.
Manchester jumped out to a quick
2-1 lead after one inning of play in
game two, but that lead was quickly
erased as the host Belles exploded
for a nine-run second inning. With
the bases loaded, Thess, who bats
sixth and bunts, hit a 987°
fielding percentage, stepped to the plate and
delivered a grand slam.

After two and one-third innings,
winning pitcher Buesch was relieved
by freshman pitcher Betty Mihalik
after a Manchester two-run rally.

With a 15-6 lead going into the
bottom of the fifth, McGinns, who is
presently hitting .484, sent a chalk-
sling bouncer deep to left and
rounded the bases for a solo homer.
McGinns finished the game four-
for-four, collecting three RBIs.
Senior Kathy Bolds led Saint Mary's
offensively, batting three for-four.
Mukshy and Suess also added two
couples each.

Tomorrow the Belles will play
host to NCAA Division I Butler Uni-
versity of Indianapolis.

"We'll have to be at our best,"
predicts assistant coach Sue Becker.
The game is scheduled for a 3:30
p.m. start.

Volleyball
continued from page 12
and 15-5. Leading the series at a
score of two games to one, the Irish
went into the fourth game needing
only one more victory to continue
on. But George Williams took the
wind out of Notre Dame's sails by
winning the fourth game, 15-1. That
game just killed the Irish because in
the fifth and deciding game, George
Williams again beat Notre Dame, by
the score of 15-3, ending Irish hopes
of a trip to the final four.

SAILING CLUB: With the coming
of spring, the Notre Dame sailing
club has already started its spring
schedule. Competing at three away
divisions, A and B. Dan Dressel, a
members, ranging from beginners to
experts. Tim Westhoven teaches the
junior, sails in the A division.

Toledo, and the club's best race, a
twelve teams at the University of
Miami of Ohio, third out of
the twelve teams at the University of
Indiana.

The campus is still buzzing about
... "The URBAN GUERRILLAS"
Dance the night away to Minneapolis' hottest band

80° Bud drafts and
$1 mixed drinks

If you're then you
getting a degree
could qualify for

Any area and will have at
least 4 courses in biology ............. Fisheries Extension

Any area and have 6 months
experience in carpentry,
welding, mechanics, plumbing,
or electricity ........................ Vocational Training

Any area and will have at least
6 courses in biology, chemistry,
physics or math ........................ Science or Math Teaching

Any area and have 2 years of
farming experience .................... Agriculture Extension

Any area and will have at least
2 years of college-level Spanish ..... Spanish Literacy Extension

If you're getting a degree this spring or summer, then you could qualify for a world of professional opportunities in one of 60 countries overseas with the U.S. Peace Corps. Applications are now being accepted.

Note: Many programs ask for specific degrees and backgrounds not listed here. Check with a Peace Corps representative for a complete description of openings, opportunities and benefits.

Apply NOW for summer openings!
Pick up application in your
Placement Office, or call
1-800-621-3670

U.S. Peace Corps
"The toughest job you'll ever love"
Rousseau’s, Fun Bunch roll, Jimmy G. edges TWL, 21-19

By NICK SCHRANTZ
Sports Writer

The Elite Eight teams of Bookstore XIV have earned a well deserved day off today, as yesterday’s games were filled with the most competitive and physical play of the tournament. Rousseau’s Noble Savages showed that they’re a force in the league, with a 14-0 shutout and six rebounds helped Rousseau’s four Doublegebers G & Keeg by a 21-19 lead to advance to the final eight of Bookstore XIV. Nick Schrants has a wrap up of yesterday’s action at right.

The Irish women’s tennis team wins up regular season today against Belles

By KELLY PORTOLESI
Sports Writer

The Saint Mary’s softball team dominated the game, as it forced the Belles to stay on the airwaves for at least five more innings. The Irish played George Williams University at the Father Bill McGahin Softball Complex, while Steve Nickelson’s scoring two baskets, while Conlin and Mike Sc sported each of the players for a total of eight hits.

The Irish women’s tennis team wins up regular season today against Belles

By BARRY SIEBER
Sports Writer

The Irish women’s tennis team wins up regular season today against Belles.

The Irish played George Williams University at the Father Bill McGahin Softball Complex, while Steve Nickelson’s scoring two baskets, while Conlin and Mike Sc sported each of the players for a total of eight hits.
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